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Céleste Boursier-Mougenot’s lonesome
desert blues
Published March 18, 2010 review Leave a Comment 
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Gibson Les Paul, Grandaddy, Harry Dean Stanton, Josh Homme, Kyuss, Paris, Reverb, Ry Cooder, Sierra Nevada, Texas,
Wim Wenders, Zebra Finch

As my brother and I sped through the foothills of the Sierra Nevada on the Amtrak from San
Francisco towards Colorado, we trialled the idea given to us by a friend that the band Grandaddy’s
washed-out indie rock made complete sense when listened to the Californian countryside. It seems a
trite idea to me as we plugged into the ipod, but as the wasted, sun scorched desert usurped the
horizon, and civilization faded away in the distance, songs from 2000’s The Sophtware Slump took
on a new resonance. 

 

I am sure that the album’s tales of post-industrial fall out help its cosy partnership with a land
recognisable as the final resting ground of LA and Las Vegas’ criminal unfortunates: the forgotten
and fallow land of rattle snakes and circling ravens. And yet it seems to me that it is their sound that
most approximately resembles these barren lands. Something about Jason Lyttle’s strained whisper,
and the sparse, atmospheric guitars gleams across the sand and the tumbleweeds. 

Similarly, though with very different affects, the drawn out riffs of Southern Californian luminaries
Kyuss, as well as every other band ever connected with Josh Homme resonate in this landscape. The
music of both these bands seem to sweep across the desert plains; their subdued undertow, the
lethargic smoky ambience. 
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Ry Cooder’s slide guitar on the soundtrack of Wim Wenders’ Paris, Texas is, finally, for me the
most successful exemplar of what I am talking about, removed from the shadow of cities. 

Harry Dean Stanton in Paris, Texas

 

In the opening scene where Harry Dean Stanton’s Travis wanders through a sublime American desert
landscape, Cooder’s gliding, fragile guitar exclaims the desert’s secrets: death, longing and a world
bigger than man. It sets the tone for Wender’s stunning portrayal or rekindled memories, and retraced
steps. The history of America seeps through Travis’ journey. 

In the novel Generation X by Douglas Coupland, one of the characters, Claire, exclaims exactly this
wilderness to be the land she would find her one true love in, found by way of a dowsing rod. This
analogy seems appropriately aware of the degree to which the desert might stand in for another
world, removed from everything civilisation has made us think we are, or want. 

*** 

And so I was surprised to find all of the above feelings and emotions stirred in a modestly sized and
disproportionately shaped room in the city of London, where a charm of finches graced by and
plucked a sea of Gibson Les Pauls in Céleste Boursier-Mougenot new exhibition in the Barbican’s
Curve gallery space. 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_77gGKNcX05Q/SmHJZ6Ql0yI/AAAAAAAAA8M/t0j5tULpvIo/s400/KYUSS+front.jpg
http://carletonfilmsociety.files.wordpress.com/2009/11/paris_texas_01.jpg
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Céleste Boursier-Mougenot, From Here to Ear, 2007

 

c/o Jeni Rodger @ flickr

 

The exhibition has two parts, and they complement each other wonderfully. The first, darkened half
of the curve space takes the viewer down a slatted wooden path through what appears to the
expanding pupil to be a dusky desert scene, all sand and small scrub plants. Huge inverted silhouette
projections of fingers sliding up and down guitar necks grace the walls which loom over you
accompanied by an uncomfortable hum (an amplification of the sound created in the processing of
the video signal itself, apparently). The darkness is foreboding, and yet the spidery hand movements
appear operatic in their graceful meanderings. 

http://img684.imageshack.us/img684/2377/celeste.jpg
http://farm5.static.flickr.com/4015/4421199918_c2bdd34f6a.jpg
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c/o barbican_centre @ flickr

 

Following the wooden path further around the curve, the viewer breaks out of the darkness into a
bright, too bright at first, and pleasant beach scene. The desert scene instead becomes habitable – or
maybe playful –as the white walls exclaim abstraction: the homeliness and knownness of the gallery
space which both allows and encourages an interaction with the space in which the aforementioned
finches exist. In which they seem to have always existed. This is an axe-god’s private garden, the
post-industrial oasis which will replace Soho’s Tin Pan Alley. 

c/o barbican_centre @ flickr

 

And yet it is here that the guitars, reverb up to 11, echo the traces of the birds’ path with a
sombreness and disquiet evocative of the darkness from whence one came. 

The hum of video processing links into the misrecorded, awkward capturing of the birds’ fleeting
footsteps. Evaporated moments resonate through the gallery, and machines whirl into action clunkily,
desperate to catch up with the real moment they rely upon as their raison d’être. 

The exhibition’s two halves resist and pull at one another. The dark and light appear both distrustful
and somehow understanding of each other, and only in the light abstraction do we find solace. The
mechanical, electronic, over processed world remains thoroughly unwanted. The oasis appears to
blossom out of the dark before. 

The birds appear a very simplistic but evocative rendering of life in control, and aware of
technology, yet somehow blissfully seperate from the beast which attempted to become it.

The birds appear as us after tools have lost their functionality. We are left to enjoy the scraps in
serenity.

*** 

http://farm3.static.flickr.com/2794/4440805878_6095b3e2fc.jpg
http://farm5.static.flickr.com/4032/4440805902_5df2c38f39.jpg
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Seeing the desert in California, I felt drawn to its mysteries. 

Watching Paris, Texas, I feel kinship with Travis’ loss of self, and the aptness of his surroundings as
a way of losing touch. 

Harry Dean Stanton in Paris, Texas

 

Reading Generation X, I wondered where Britain’s desert might be, awaiting me with open arms.

Listening to Kyuss or Grandaddy now, I dream of these open spaces. 

At night, and in incomprehension, I can only shudder at what lies around us, and dream again, of that
which might lie beyond.

Notes from the (London) Underground
Published February 25, 2010 review Leave a Comment 
Tags: London, revolution, Boris Johnson, Henry, London Underground, London Overground, Tube, Georg Grosz, Jake and
Dinos Chapman, Evening Standard, Trotskyite, CCTV, British Rail Class 378, New York, Angel, Mile End, Kings Cross,
Marble Arch

At rush hour, the London transport system is a beast; a pulsating mass of divorced limbs, trashy
paperbacks, rotten armpits and faceless faces. An apathetic, endless automaton drip-fed bigotry and
buggered nationalistically by the in-house Evening sub-Standard. HORROrR!

Sheep, by lucas.mccomb @ flickr
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Georg Grosz - Republic automatons, 1920

Jake and Dinos Chapman, Zygotic acceleration, Biogenetic de-
sublimated libidinal model, 1995

It needs SAVING from itself!!!.

But where does the problem lie??!? In its inefficiency?, rooted in the Thatcherite privatisation of
industry which separated out all the contracts for its maintenance, thus confusing and effectively
disabling the possibility of ever again being able to use the tube line you need of a weekend.

http://martalikesnoise.files.wordpress.com/2009/01/grosz-republican-auttomatons.jpg
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Boris Johnson, Conservative mayor of London, might have an answer. “I… have some Trotskyite
ambition to take back… the private sector” he kind of said in a recent interview.

http://www.thisislondon.co.uk/standard/article-23801847-we-deserve-better-than-this-tube-lines-
farce.do

“You would have thought we had learned our lesson by now…

…It is as though the city was in the grip of a bunch of rogue builders who have been given a vast fee
to spend three months doing up the bathroom. For a whole month your family has been prevented
from using the bath at critical times of the day, even though it sounds as if not much work is actually
being done on the bath. And at the end of the month you not only find you are now being banned
from the shower and the sink — before the bath is remotely ready — but that you will have to pay for
the cost of the delay.

But it gets worse. How would you feel if the various senior plumbers were not being paid the normal
rate for your bathoom? They were being “seconded” in exchange for “secondment fees” that were
double the normal rate…

…It is time to bring an end to this demented system .

Quite right BoJo. Let’s reassess this mess.

Do we sate the beast’s relentless appetite for gourmands of contemporaneity; the epitomy of 21st

century aspirational waste, or do we lash the foul creature for its insolence?

Do we treat it mean, or do we keen it sweenos?

The OverHound between Richmond and Stratford has had its coat washed.  

Formerly known to me as the CrossFAIL, OR the chokeamotive – I suffered the ignominy of
entering the beast at Dalston regularly for a short time a while back to my immense displeasure – this
particular dragon’s den has recently been given a face lift and sustainability. Now the
CommuterBeast might enter the sleek, spacious and inviting womb below, reminiscent of the French
underground trains which – revolutionarily – actually allow, nay prioritise room for commuters.
CraZZIYy!!

http://www.thisislondon.co.uk/standard/article-23801847-we-deserve-better-than-this-tube-lines-farce.do
http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/14/Unit_378007_interior.JPG&imgrefurl=http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Unit_378007_interior.JPG&usg=__WOzlRmUsKwbQt136Rmwoeg_Jpuo=&h=2616&w=3488&sz=4542&hl=en&start=18&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=eBlYE3-rKUd39M:&tbnh=113&tbnw=150&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dbritish%2Brail%2B%2522class%2B378%2522%2Binterior%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1T4GGLL_en-GBGB367GB367%26tbs%3Disch:1
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The British Rail Class 378

But a few Christmases back, 2007, a few rogue elements had other ideas than the gentrification of
these ogres’ layers. Rather, a few aficionados of urban tastes spent their holy break
decimating/decorating the walls with jAUNnnty urban décor, akin to the ‘Street Art” of the New
York Subway, whilst one rogue adventurer road the beast’s spine at Angel in a scene reminiscent of
when Perseus slew Cetus!!!?!

http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b3/D_378017_Interior.JPG&imgrefurl=http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:D_378017_Interior.JPG&usg=__YRaPBHg289mxx_qrY_nlZEYXIac=&h=1932&w=2568&sz=1146&hl=en&start=20&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=jb2YoWNH1kmhAM:&tbnh=113&tbnw=150&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dbritish%2Brail%2B%2522class%2B378%2522%2Binterior%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1T4GGLL_en-GBGB367GB367%26tbs%3Disch:1
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Mile End, by Alvin Ross Carpio @ flickr

Angel, by Alvin Ross Carpio @ flickr
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New York

New York

A more disturbing prescient of the answer to the question WHAT NEXT?, however, has been
appearing throughout London with alarming regularity of late. The beast falling apart at its seams!!

http://www.streetsblog.org/wp-content/uploads/2006/10b/subway_graffiti.jpg
http://img192.imageshack.us/img192/6097/800pxromesubwaygraffiti.jpg
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Kings Cross

Kings Cross

http://img25.imageshack.us/img25/831/kingsx1.jpg
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Marble Arch, by markhillary @ flickr

by mallingering @ flickr

Will the monster fall out of itself, like the spilt guts of a fished fish, or is this tear in the fabric of the
panoptical beast just a shedding of skin/asexual reproduction. Is it fishin’ or fission?

Has the fiend seen what is happening through his countless eyes – computer enhanced black boxes of
its fabled final days – or will a tabloid hack expose the beast’s cheated expenses? WHO KNOWS?!

Some say it is preparing for the hallow’d Olympiad, the feast of all feasts, when tourists will pack
into eastbound cattle wagons heading for the day of reckoning!

But remember BoJo’s harsh warning…

Trotyskities ARM yourselves!!!

The brave soldier of Angel will be avenged!

We will take back the tube for when we want to go to Hampstead Heath at the weekend.

http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3054/2724583361_53d0fccde7.jpg
http://farm1.static.flickr.com/37/115106041_e789e13c24.jpg
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We will walk or cycle to work if we have to, to remove ourselves from the slithergadee’s grasp, or at
least we will if we’re not in a hurry, or it’s a bit wet outside.

Are you prepared!

This fella is!!!

Henry's Day Out

Aliens
Published February 23, 2010 review 3 Comments 
Tags: Aliens, Apone, HR Giger, Hudson, James Cameron, Laura Mulvey, Louise Bourgeois, Maternal, Newt, Other, Prince
Charles Cinema, Ripley, Tate, Xenomorph

In another triumphant effort from the Prince Charles Cinema, I was recently afforded the opportunity
to see Aliens on the big screen. 

This was the first 18 film I ever saw, at just nine of ten years of age. I still distinctly remember
watching it with my brother and two friends on New Years Eve. It scared the bejeezus out of me, but
also thrilled my innocent mind. Turns out it still has all the power it did then, as my girlfriend’s
fingers found out to their cost when they got somewhat crushed in the scene where Ripley and Newt
are trapped in a room with two Facehuggers. 

 

What interested me most about this revisiting of an old friend of a movie, however, was not so much
to do with the incredible 80s dialogue which I have always loved, 
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nor was it the incredible vision of HR Giger which created the blueprint for this, the most evil and
awful of film monsters, 

 

Rather, it was to the film’s presentations of maternity that I found myself really drawn, and with
which I’m going to feebly and ironically grapple, even against all my better judgement. 
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In Laura Mulvey’s famous 1975 essay Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema, she waffles on about
the inherently voyeuristic and scopophilic (pleasure as looking at another person as an erotic object)
act of watching movies, positing the females’ To-Be-Looked-At-Ness (TBLATN) above and beyond
her purpose in the film: the bearer of meaning, not the maker of meaning as she puts it . The essay
has been immensely influential and continues to shape feminist critiques of cinema, but has nothing
really to do with my point… apart from this. 

She says in her conclusion that: “the structure of looking in narrative fiction film contains a
contradiction in its own premises: the female image as a castration threat constantly endangers the
unity of the diegesis and bursts through the world of illusion as an intrusive, static, one-dimensional
fetish.” 

Rather, in Aliens, the diegesis is broken by the profusion of aliens, and the fact that it is science
fiction, and the real and present danger is quite the opposite of castration, as the disconcertingly
vaginal protrusion that is one’s belly button promises to have an angry snapping little fella bursting
through it: an intrusive, yes, but neither static nor dimensional little fetish if you want to call it that. 
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Red Dwarf's Polymorph

What’s more, the female’s TBLAN (to-be-looked-at-ness) is ruined, here, by a Jewish/latina butch
commando with a gun fetish of her own, a permed, androgynous and, in my girlfriend’s words,
saggy-breasted hero, and the queen alien herself, in all her beauty. 

As such, my interest lies in the fact that the film’s main and final face off is between these two un-
feminised, un-“womanly”, un-“beautiful” “women”, neither simply maternal nor clumsily feminine.
Their primary battle is based on fighting for, and protecting their young even if it means ripping the
face off another girl. The ultimate bitch fight.

What might otherwise be a fight between good and evil, then, becomes rather a fight for the
protection of their (surrogate) offspring, and the righteousness of Ripley’s protection becomes
somehow less right, even if the nasty little xenomorphs do have acid for blood and prey on humans
to further their species. 

And where these main female parts portray strong and scary anti-stereotypes, the males are simple
henchmen – both human and alien – stupid, if occasionally funny, and pretty much killed off in order
of their crapness. Even Bill Paxton’s excellent turn as Private Hudson is intended as light relief
amongst the central and importantly maternal conflict. Weaver’s spirited portrayal of a woman is
both strong and weak, both brave and fearful, both maternal and fraternal, and of course displaying
all the inevitable shades of grey therein. 

*** 

The queen alien also reminded me of Louise Bourgeois’ sculpture Maman, of which she has created

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/0/08/Red_dwarf_polymorph.jpg
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multiple versions in the last 15 years or so. 

Louise Bourgeous, Maman 1999

Bourgeois has also spoken of the similarity between her mother and the spider. Both were weavers
(not Sigourney Weaver’s though), and both are protective and helpful (in that the spider kills
mosquitoes). Indeed, the carnivorous diet of the spider is not only protectionist, but also provides
food for her spawn. Similarly, the Alien’s cocooning of humans to lay eggs in their mouths which
will hatch more Aliens through the host’s stomach is simply a method of procreation. Their evilness
comes in their other-ness, and, again, the fact that they have acid for blood and are ugly mother-s. 

The maternal elements in Bourgeois’ works are, I think, enhanced alongside the presentations of
maternity in Aliens discussed above, and vice-versa for the art-historically-inclined doubter who
refuses to believe in the excellence of Aliens. 

Where maternal doesn’t stand for simply womanly, or nurturing, or feminine, or ladylike, it might
come to mean an overcoming of “lack”, and a very simple appreciation of the other.   

http://www.tate.org.uk/about/tatereport/2008/images/highlights/AT000168.jpg
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Louise Bourgeois, Spider, 1997

Martin Creed is a Dick
Published February 23, 2010 review 1 Comment 
Tags: Emperor's New Clothes, Hauser and Wirth Coppermill, Martin Creed, Tate, Turner Prize

Today, in the Guardian, Martin Creed answered the question What’s the worst thing anyone ever said
about you thus:

“When I was nominated for the Turner, a lot of people talked about my work in terms of the
emperor’s new clothes. I could see their point: my piece was just an empty room. But it was also a
room where the lights were going on and off, like a mini theatrical production. No one would say
that the lighting in a theatre was an emperor’s new clothes situation, would they?”

Well, no Martin, they wouldn’t. Because that is an entire theatrical production, not just a light going
on and off.

Justification of a work in terms of its two, singular merits, neither of which offer anything of value,
interest, poignancy or even humour, does not an art work make.
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Since attending Creed’s show at the Hauser and Wirth Coppermill, an incredible venue which has not
been used since, where I was treated to a 30 foot high video of anal sex, a pianist playing the keys
left to right and back again one at a time, and nothing else which sticks in the mind, my certainty
about the pointlessness of this man’s endeavours has been resolute.

This is neither the emperor’s new clothes nor the emperor’s rubbish, for both might have historical
and/or comical value if nothing else. Creed’s work is the worst kind of work. Meaningless.

Unfinished or just incomplete
Published February 15, 2010 review Leave a Comment 
Tags: Alberto Giacometti, Alexander McQueen, Camden Arts Centre, consumption, David Sylvester, Eva Hesse, Harry
Ransom Centre, John Lennon, Princess Diana, Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts, Sotheby's, University of East Anglia

I keep coming back to Alberto Giacometti. Since first falling for his work at the Sainsburys’ Centre
for Visual Arts’ exhibition Giacometti in Postwar Paris of 2002 whilst my brother was studying at
the University of East Anglia, I have found his work constantly intriguing, beautiful and somehow
inexplicable. 

I have spent the last eight years responding to and furthering those initial jolts of excitement, first in
my art A level where I poorly attempted to pin down something of his painterly style in my own
work, and then throughout my university career in a number of essays. Most recently, a wonderful
retrospective of his studio work at the Pompidou inspired an essay exploring the sense of
incomprehension and uncertainty which permeates his oeuvre, as well as his quest for answers. 

As a result, I have come to see all of his works as works-in-progress; somehow incomplete. 

Alberto Giacometti, Still Life with Apple 1937

From his conversations with David Sylvester most notably, one gets the feeling that seeing his work
in this way gives us the best chance of fully appreciating the effort put into them, as well as the
exasperation he constantly felt trying – and failing in his eyes – to achieve what might be called his
vision.

That is, Giacometti spent such a large proportion of his life painting and sculpting a few select
people in his life, most notably his brother, for the very reason that he was constantly dissatisfied
with the results.
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Alberto Giacometti, Seated Man, 1949, Tate

Alberto Giacometti, Diego, 1950

http://www.tate.org.uk/collection/N/N05/N05909_9.jpg
http://image.guardian.co.uk/sys-images/Guardian/Pix/gallery/2001/10/04/diego.jpg
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Alberto Giacometti, Diego, 1953

It comes as – not a surprise, but an anomaly, then, that one of his works sold recently at auction for
£65 million, making it the most expensive artwork sold at auction. Much as I love his work, I’ve
always found part of my admiration based in the crudity and the tangibility of his work’s creation. I
find his work almost uniquely UNprofessional amongst his contemporaries, and my knowledge of his
struggles feels different from the romantic notion of the artistic struggles which lead to GREAT
works. Rather, his works somehow feel to me like failures: perfect exemplars of the moment of
creation, not the finished products which become somehow valuable.

http://www.instablogsimages.com/images/2010/01/09/sothebys-1_jN3ve_65.jpg
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The work in question, Walking Man I, or L’homme qui marche I, is a splendid, globular thing. It is
ugly, all vulgar finger marks and uncertain impressions. The results, to my mind, are alarmingly
fragile both materially and emotionally, and such a large value somehow further destabilises the
figure’s gait. Vertigo insues.

Such a utopian approach to the work, however, fruitlessly attempts to ignore the market’s ever-
presence in the art game. One website, artfacts.net, even enables the reader to look at artists ranked in
worth according to their auction value. It would appear, as I’ve long suspected, that Giacometti truly
is one of the greats. I am heartbroken to have this confirmed monetarily.

The current exhibition at Camden Arts Centre of Eva Hesse’s studioworks appears to presents us with
the other side of the coin. The exhibition presents us with a series of test pieces intended only as
working models, not intended for public consumption; smaller and, amazingly, more incomplete
looking than even her best known works. The exhibition is presented academically, curated by the art
historian Briony Fer, and might be understood as a meditation on the artistic thought process. It
certainly isn’t an exhibition which brings about questions of market value, and the works sit
questioningly alongside each other, small clusters of latex and plastic offering no answers.

Eva Hesse, no title

http://i.telegraph.co.uk/telegraph/multimedia/archive/01571/Homme-qui-marche_1571513c.jpg
http://www.camdenartscentre.org/file-uploads/resize.php
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Eva Hesse, no title

Moreover, these unfinished studioworks encounter and celebrate what my partner showed me (and
the world via Amelia’s magazine, http://www.ameliasmagazine.com/art/eva-hesse-studiowork-
camden-arts-centre/2010/02/15/) to be the importantly intrepid nature of her work. Here, materials
are enjoyed in their essence. Giacometti’s frustration is replaced by Hesse’s playfulness. The artists’
personalities are, apparently, there to be found. Their imperfections appear to resonate in three
dimensions.

Of course, society’s wider interest in such documentary evidence is obvious if one looks at the
rampant consumption of literary archives by the University of Austin’s Harry Ransom Centre, or the
continued high prices paid at auction for single letters. Moreover, Heat magazine et al’s
predisposition towards the unmasking of naked biography at the expense of the individual puts
pecuniary value ahead of human value. Was it ever thus. Suddenly, it would appear that the more
naked an artist’s ego appears, the more valuable might their work/the magazine demonstrating their
EPIC FAIL become???

An unfinished work becomes a best seller, see Princess Diana, John Lennon and, inevitably,
Alexander McQueen.

Consumption, then, lies at the heart of all this. In our need to acquire and to own, we become
anthropologists of contemporaneity. We buy tomorrow’s relics from CD shops, online auction sites
and, yes, galleries. We amass THINGS because we are told to continually, and where we can’t afford
the finished article there is a print, a copy, a studiowork, or a postcard to plug the gap. I should
know, my postcard collection is huge!

Reflections on (lost) innocence: Miroslaw Balka
@ Modern Art Oxford
Published February 11, 2010 review Leave a Comment 
Tags: Bambi, Gladstone Gallery, Holocaust, Jewish, Kings College, Miroslaw Balka, Modern Art Oxford, Mule Variations,
Palaeography, Poland, Polska! Year, Tom Waits, Topography

Disorientated, a nostalgia-inducing sensory whirlpool collides with the onset of a sort of cattle-shed
claustrophobia. 

The effects of the first video work in Modern Art Oxford’s new Miroslaw Balka show, Carroussel,
come on like one’s too-young first-go on the Waltzers, with all the accompanying tears and fear. The
work encircles you, spinning chaotically: a barren, luckless landscape thrown across all four-walls of
the gallery space with none of the dizzying merriment of youthful exuberance. None of the ethereal

http://www.ameliasmagazine.com/art/eva-hesse-studiowork-camden-arts-centre/2010/02/15/
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joy of spinning in meadows remains when the terra firma is stripped of its humanity. 

Indeed the title of this work’s relation to the piece induced in me thoughts of both the uncomfortably
teenage atmosphere of fairgrounds – all lost innocence, cigarette smoke, stolen change and brazen
neons – and the mechanisation of the meat industry, its seedy slaughter(ware)house underbelly seen
one 100 revolving meat hooks at a time. 

 

 

Miroslaw Balka, Carroussel

The disturbance of one’s comfort zone is Balka’s raison d’être, and his reasons for so doing have
been written about at length. Suffice it to say that my ability to even begin talking about these works
in relation to Polish and Jewish history c. 1945 would be a calamity. You are better off reading the
MOA press release as a starting point, and take your interest from there.
(http://www.modernartoxford.org.uk/Press/112). My intention here is to talk of a more general point
about the way these works play with our senses, and my personal reaction to the works. 
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Miroslaw Balka, Flagellare A, B, C

 

Be it in the violent outbursts heard below us in the work Flagellare A, B, C, where three floor
mounted screens appear to look up at us, draw us down, and then join our downward gaze down at
itself concurrently, or in the large quivering video entitled Bambi, where a number of deer enter into
a snowy, industrial landscape and look up and around, at us occasionally, we constantly feel like
witness. There is nothing voyeuristic in our presence, but our experience of these works is infused
with discomfort, a sense that we are privy to something unexplained, or denying explanation. Even
resisting explanation. 

Miroslaw Balka, Bambi

Similarly, the monumental video work Pond appears still, a lacklustre depiction of an icy pond
surrounded by trees. Yet the stillness is by no means calm. There is an uneasiness about it,
reminiscent to me of the Tom Waits song What’s He Building in There? from the superb Mule
Variations album. Something is being depicted and we don’t know what. There is something we’re
not being told. Why? 

http://www.gladstonegallery.com/uploadedImages/Artists/Balka/BA074_1_m.jpg
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Miroslaw Balka, Pond

The exhibition’s title, Topography, presents another set of questions. Imponderables. Are such
uncertain and seemingly incomplete depictions of landscape and place analogous with the exactitudes
of topography? If not, what is Balka getting at? Can mapping such inexactitudes provide us with
something more worthwhile than their scientifically robust counterpart? Are we to “map” these works
in the sense that they need a thoroughgoing analysis to seek out what’s been missed? Is there
something which needs to be found. 

In the week that Kings College London decided to axe the country’s last remaining chair of
Palaeography – the study of ancient manuscripts – it would seem that the unknowns provide as much
larger scope for understanding ourselves and society than knowledge as it exists today manages to.
The continuing quest for answers and, importantly, the absolute necessity to explore new terrain rears
it head only when our current set of answers seem wholly insubstantial. 

The world we once knew was graspable. Now, I can’t fathom how children begin to reconcile the
size of the world available to them with the size of their back yard. In this exhibition, I found my
own childhood experiences cast against a world of doubt and a fear of what lies beyond. These
works seem to understand and approach incommensurability. As such, they become part and parcel
of knowledge, one that moves forwards and backwards, with both hindsight and hope.

My favourite 50 albums of the decade
Published December 15, 2009 review Leave a Comment 
Tags: albums of the decade, Godspeed You! Black Emperor, Isis, Joanna Newsom, noughties, Old Man Gloom, Primal
Scream, top 50
I couldn’t resist. Here are what I consider to be the 50 best albums of the decade.

Almost certainly not the best, of course, but certainly my best, and definitely the most important to
my musical evolution, these albums represent my musical heritage. What’s more, they have all
enjoyed sustained listening bar those most recent which promise to with reckless abandon.

To avoid favouritism, i’ve put them in chronological order by British release date, and tried to
represent every year fairly. It would appear, however, that 2002-2003 were particularly strong
years… maybe hindsight is just getting the better of me.

___

Primal Scream – XTRMNTR

Sigur Ros – Ágætis byrjun

Godspeed You! Black Emperor – Lift Yr Skinny Fists Like Antennas to Heaven

PJ Harvey – Stories from the City, Stories from the Sea

Low – Things We Lost in the Fire
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cLOUDDEAD – cLOUDDEAD

Susumu Yokota – Grinning Cat

Osker – Idle will Kill

Roots Manuva – Run Come Save Me

Bjork – Vespertine

Converge – Jane Doe

Boards of Canada – Geogaddi

El-P – Fantastic Damage

Glassjaw – Worship and Tribute

Idlewild – The Remote Part

Norma Jean – Bless the Martyr and Kiss the Child

Interpol – Turn on the Bright Lights

Isis – Oceanic

Godspeed You! Black Emperor – Yanqui UXO

Yeah Yeah Yeahs – Fever to Tell

Four Tet – Rounds

Mogwai – Happy Songs for Happy People

Neil Perry – Lineage

Dizzee Rascal – Boy in Da Corner

Jeffrey Lewis – It’s the Ones Who’ve Cracked That the Light Shines Through

Jaylib – Champion Sound

The Shins – Chutes Too Narrow

Pelican – Australasia

Circle Takes the Square – As The Roots Undo

Fennesz – Venice

Old Man Gloom – Christmas

The Arcade Fire – Funeral

Souvaris – I Felt Nothing At All

Bloc Party – Silent Alarm

The Decemberists – Picaresque

Sufjan Stevens  – Come on Feel the Illinoise

Soulwax – Nite Versions

Animal Collective – Feels

J-Dilla – Donuts

Hot Chip – The Warning

Joanna Newsom – Ys

Grinderman – Grinderman
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Battles – Mirrored

Justice - †

Portishead – Third

Fleet Foxes – Fleet Foxes

Gang Gang Dance – Saint Dymphna

Animal Collective – Merriweather Post Pavillion

Grizzly Bear – Veckatimest

Health – Get Color

___

and if push came to shove my top 5 would be

5.

Joanna Newsom - Ys

4.
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Isis - Oceanic

3.

Old Man Gloom - Christmas

2.

Primal Scream - XTRMNTR

1.
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Godspeed You! Black Emperor - Yanqui UXO

Outside is outside
Published December 3, 2009 review 1 Comment 
Tags: Globalisation, Geert Mak, In Europe, Eduardo Galeano, Mirrors: Stories of Almost Everyone, Omer Fast, Nostalgia,
Lindsay Seers, It Has To Be This Way, Matt's Gallery, South London Gallery, Boris Johnson, Have I Got News For You,
Alchemy, Donald Rumsfeld, Ihab Hassan, Post-modern, The Casting, Asylum Seeker, Memories, Truth, Queen Christina,
M. Anthony Penwill, Collage

There are known knowns. These are things we know that we know. There are known unknowns. That
is to say, there are things that we now know we don’t know. But there are also unknown unknowns.
These are things we do not know we don’t know.

In this famous statement of 2003, Donald Rumsfeld deftly unlocked the challenges facing American
politics with all the unknowingly unknown-ness of post-modernity. Especially now, under the
auspices of that dirty word which the postmodern pioneer Ihab Hassan recently referred to as the G-
word – Glooobalisation – might we find a trough of unknowns complicating humanity’s eternal
search for truth.

It is in these same furrows that Omer Fast ploughs with his video works: exemplars of the thoroughly
contemporary problematic of truth seeking. In the shadow of the technological overlords who
exacerbate an already unfathomable expanse of existence as we don’t know it, simple questions of
origin become impossible locks to unpick, and fascinating scabs to pick at.

Fast’s most recent work is a three part video-installation entitled Nostalgia, showing currently at the
South London Gallery in Camberwell, in which a multifaceted and disparate tale unfolds out of a
simple recollection of how to create an animal trap from sticks.
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Omer Fast - Nostalgia I

Part I presents us with audio commentary alongside footage to illustrate this simple technique, whilst
Part II depicts an interview between the artist and an African man seeking asylum in London from
which this central recollection appears to have originated.

Using techniques similar to those employed in his 2007 video work The Casting – images of the
interviewer and interviewee as well as their narrative are edited clumsily in and out of view/earshot,
problematising the truthfulness of the narrative presented to us – the conversation appears awkward,
nay falsified. We aren’t sure whether what we are watching is staged or not.

Omer Fast - The Casting

 The conversation veers in and out of poignancy as the artist probes into the man’s upbringing, giving
rise to the very questions of known and unknown which I attempted to formulate earlier. Most
tellingly, the man’s response to Omer’s request for information about the landscape outside of his
childhood home achieves the perfectly simplistic response of

     Outside is outside. You know? Earth, trees, people, dogs…

Before describing the neighbours’ house more specifically as

     Normal! The same. It looks like our house.

In these terms, what is known is reasonably exemplified as that closest, that experienced: the most
subjective reasoning for normality. Yet it also comments on shared experience in the form of basic
living conditions, “earth, trees, people, dogs”… houses. Our experience of life is suddenly not so
different from anyone’s. It is in the minutiae that differences occur.

http://img403.imageshack.us/img403/7339/mania0912096.jpg
http://img27.imageshack.us/img27/5579/omerfastthecastingbale0.jpg
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The final part of the instillation compounds the problems, however. It is a complicated and cyclical
set of stories – never ending – which appear to explain one another, yet which don’t seem perfectly
unified. Using the animal-trap as their central tenet, it would appear that we have in fact walked into
what Boris Johnson referred to as a giant bear trap in a famed episode of Have I Got News For You.
Omer Fast treats us to the story of English Asylum seekers stealing their way into an unnamed West
African country which might offer them better living conditions and the hope for a better life, and
the trap becomes a telling metaphor. We have been treated to a discourse on authorship, and on what
filmmaking is and can be etc.

This is the place of rewritten histories, as is art, and as are memories.

Omer Fast - Nostalgia III

The exhibition reminded of a similarly intriguing multi-platform video work by Lindsay Seers
entitled It Has to Be This Way shown at Matts Gallery in Mile End earlier this year.

Linday Seers - It Has To Be This Way

http://static.guim.co.uk/sys-images/Arts/Arts_/Pictures/2009/3/3/1236098758234/It-has-to-be-this-way-by--001.jpg
http://img403.imageshack.us/img403/6346/mania0924097.jpg
http://www.mattsgallery.org/artists/seers/1-04.jpg
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Lindsay Seers - It Has to Be This Way

Centering around the above installation in which the main story was told simultaneously through two
spectacle like video portholes, the work creates a multi-dimensional and multi-referential web at the
centre of which is the story of retracing her missing sister’s steps.

Lindsay Seers - It Has To Be This Way

The work speeds through her sisters story by way of the history of Queen Christina’s ‘Roman Period’
(her sister’s research topic), alchemical meanderings (part of the historical story as well as an
erstwhile paradigm for the artistic process, disturbed here by the inexactitudes of retracing memories
and spinning yarns), her sister’s boyfriend’s letters and photos, and to add a wonderfully contrived
level of falsification to the whole thing, an historian called M. Anthony Penwill’s take on the whole
matter, recreated lovingly as a document to be taken away from the exhibition.

http://www.mattsgallery.org/artists/seers/1-04.jpg
http://img403.imageshack.us/img403/4258/102pr.jpg
http://img511.imageshack.us/img511/487/ithastobethisway.jpg
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M. Anthony Penwill - It Has To Be This Way

To pen down the substance of this work seems impossible, and the above, laboured explanation
appears to me a far cry from the fun I had participating in the work. One truly felt involved as the
story unfolded, half murder-mystery, half existential treatise. The alchemical properties of the images
which sat at the centre of the work – Seers developed the entire work out of a series of found photos
– appears the perfect embodiment of the truthful/useful/useless-ness of images. As do Fast’s animal
traps.

Lindsay Seers - It Has To Be This Way

Such self-mythological meanderings and uncertain histories appear to me similar to a sub-genre of
historical memory I have recently become aware of. Most recently presented to me in a new book by
Eduardo Galeano entitled Mirrors: Stories of Almost Everyone, this genre appears to manifest itself
as collaged presentations of history. The book intends to tell the story of the world by way of the
most incidental yet extrapolatable stories of mankind, as short (sometimes just a few sentences)
vignettes concerned at arms length with world events give a better picture of reality than the faceless
presentation of facts.

The idea reminded me of Geert Mak’s majesterial In Europe, in which the Dutch journalist traveled
through Europe to the sites of the last century’s most telling moments, retracing the steps of those
affected by and proximate to it with personal manifesto, again presented in short vignettes. Truth is
found somewhere inbetween the memories and stories of those affected by it, without ever going so
far as to acclaim its own truth. Collaged expression appears most capable of rendering an
approximation of a truth.

If outside is outside, and our experience is shared, the details are what make each of us different, and
no-one’s truth is any different from, or any better than, or any nearer to the TRUTH than any other.
We all make up the collage.

That’s MISTER Charles Darwin.
Published November 25, 2009 review Leave a Comment 
Tags: Andrew Dodds, Baltic, Ben Jeans Houghton, Bob Dylan, Charles Avery, Charles Darwin, Charlie Brown, Coventry,
Dorothy Cross, Fiona Shaw, Galapagos, Marcus Coates, Mark Dion, Mark Fairnington, Mead Gallery, Natural History
Museum, The Low Anthem, The Origin of Species, Theme Time Radio Hour, Three Men and a Little Lady, Warwick Arts
Centre

- As a result of receiving a mallard and a treatise on species variation from his friend Alfred Russell
Wallace, Mr Charles Darwin formulated the argument that became his Magnus Opus, The Origin of
Species.

- In response to the spectacles available to see at their home town zoo, the Providence RI band The
Low Anthem found the inspiration for the joyously celebratory and naively awestruck title of their
newest album, Oh My God, Charlie Darwin.

- In recognition of the 150 years that have passed since Darwin’s achievement, and with something of
the eulogistic acclaim that marks the Low Anthem’s album’s nomenclature, an exhibition entitled A
Duck for Mr Darwin now graces the University of Warwick’s Mead Gallery after its inception at
Gateshead’s Baltic earlier this year.

-And in response to the happy coincidence of returning home to see my parents in Coventry where
this exhibition was showing (YES, Warwick University is in Coventry shocker), and finding the Low
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Anthem’s album for just £5 at the University record shop, I am writing this now, in order to wax
lyrical about both, as well as their forefather of influence.

(I have thus further attempted to understand what I previously distinguished as a local art history as
the result of happy coincidence, of life marching on: spiralling through and beside cultural stimuli
which throws itself at you/me/all of us, and which might and can and should become internalised,
putting oneself at the centre… a blog would then become the most appropriate home for such a self-
involved/self-involving/self-EVolving rambling as this… and I am able to almost see in this sea of
self-centred stories something actually tremendously down at heel. Art history takes on the
mundanity of the everyday, the product of evolution and of living, experience as base in the most
transcendental way possible, and to be celebrated on terms equal to breathing…[stop the manifesto]
).

Charlie Brown and Snoopy as doctored by me

 

In Dorothy Cross’ video work Stage from the exhibition, the artist speaks to the actress Fiona Shaw
(the fearfully flirty headteacher of a matriarchal all-girls school in the joyous Three Men and a Little
Lady, to my mind) about life on the Galapagos where they visited on a Calouste Gulbenkian
Foundation and Galapagos Conservation Trust residency, extolling the infinite possibilities and
potential of life; successes contained within the word if,

          IF stops you being trapped where you actually are… you can dream from IF.

The same work opens with footage of a tortoise’s throat bellowing with every breath, like a leather
bouncy castle wall announcing a child’s ricocheting from it in slow motion. Here, the tortoise still
possesses all the majesty which Mr Darwin found in it, and the enduring potential of evolution.

Marcus Coates, meanwhile, finds something equally enthralling about the tortoise, as a video work
entitled Intelligent Design shows an adult male tortoise failing repeatedly in his endeavour to mate
with a female. The work says everything it needs to about such a ridiculous challenge to Darwinian
common-sense.

http://img262.imageshack.us/img262/530/omgcb.jpg
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Marcus Coates-Intelligent Design

 

Coates’ video work Human Report, also the result of a Galapagos residency, further exposes
something of the fall-out of Darwinian theory, and the lessons unlearnt; impactful human
interjections in nature’s beautiful narratives, and our inability to adapt appropriately or with any
respect to out surroundings, as told by the Galapagos’ lauded friend, the Blue Footed Booby, reported
on Ecuadorian television.

Elsewhere, anthropology-cum-ecology prevails in pieces by Ben Jeans Houghton, Mark Dion and
Andrew Dodds, all of whom play upon the idea of the most artistically resonant if somewhat staid
patterns of humanity; collecting, researching, compiling, repeating, (reviewing even)… a social
commentary of sorts.

 

For me, Jeans Houghton’s work is particularly successful, displaying a conceptual playground in a
shed. That is, his life’s collection of things, assorted into colour ranges and displayed, yes, in a shed.

http://img187.imageshack.us/img187/9601/benjeanshoughton.jpg
http://img262.imageshack.us/img262/2596/intelligentdesign.jpg
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Reminiscent of

a)Darwin’s shed (at it’s most obvious), and

b) the leisure time of the jobbing enthusiast, this piece is like an ode to the hobby, the collector, the
anal amongst us. It is an ode to what my mother calls the autistic spectrum of man. What’s more, it
provides an opportunity for us to consider things as things, where “commodities” become different to
the minutiae of pointless collections. In Darwinian terms, this is the celebration of those animals no-
one gave a shit about till Attenborough exposed them as godly (see previous blog entry on the
Vogelkop Bowerbird!!!)

The Low Anthem’s work might unintentionally be classified similarly: a stunning appreciation of
that least noticed in society till we are drawn to us it once. Just as Fleet Foxes returned harmonies to
the mainstream with last years eponymous debut album, and Bob Dylan reminds us of America’s
grand musical heritage on his theme time radio hour (his comprehensive knowledge of 50 years of
American musically sits just beyond my brother’s inane knowledge of 90s pop trivia on the
aforementioned spectrum), so do The Low Anthem recall a bygone era, and an attestation of the
remarkable tranquillity to be found in simplicity. Pioneer trails, bar-room balladry and the wind-
scorched, buffalo-filled acres of a pre-industrial hinterland infuse songs such as the near-perfect To
Ohio.

Throughout the exhibition and the album, my thoughts were directed toward a picture of evolution
concerned primarily with ancestral descent, and what lay before us. Charles Avery’s work,
alternatively, is characterised by his forward/sidewards glance at an imaginary island to which he is
an intruder, a collector, an outsider and an explorer. He presents for us an ever-growing narrative
exposing life on the Island, one both eccentric and adept as it trundles along by way of an irony-
laden and tongue-in-cheek appreciation of post-colonial theory, identity formulation, postmodernity
and victorian anthropology. It offers hope in a crazy world where the One-Armed Snake is both a
threat and a gambling den. The metaphors are full and complex, yet as fun as fun can be.

Charles Avery

 

Returning to Dorothy Cross’ acclamation of the wonder inherent in if, my resounding response to
both this exhibition and this album continues to be what if? What if we really did live in a world
where Darwin’s theories truly had the impact on they deserved, and juvenile sniggering at a tortoise
attempting to make love to another under the banner of intelligent design? was, rather, hearty
laughter at a bygone time when people actually believed in creationism? What if the rampant
commercialisation of everything made way for a more simple, local appreciation of the things closest
at hand? What if the lessons of our ancestors were actually learnt?

Mark Fairnington’s beautifully painted series of animal eyes affected me most noticeably, as I stared
into the glassy irises and found only the reflection of museum rooms. Fairnington painted these
works not from life, but from stuffed models in the Natural History Museum, where these once-noble
now stuffed and stuffy beasts stood motionless. As wonderful as the works are, it made me want to
go out a look at real animals.

GO ON, GO AND LOOK AT A COW!

http://www.rsaartsandecology.org.uk/__data/assets/image/0003/202980/Charles-Avery_One-Armed-Snake-and-Untitled-Aeaen-of-the-Wee-Eyes_A-Duck-For-Mr.-Darwin_BALTIC_2.jpg
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Mark Fairnington - Bison

Nature’s curators: the Vogelkop Bowerbird
Published November 10, 2009 review Leave a Comment 
Tags: aesthetics, BBC, Colour, David Attenborough, Henri Matisse, Life, Pablo Picasso, Purity, Snickers, Tony Cragg,
Vogelkop Bowerbird

I found my kindred spirit last night.

Watching David Attenborough’s Life on BBC, the life of the Vogelkop Bowerbird appeared to me a
perfect manifestation of the purity of some of my deepest interests: colour, collecting, aesthetics, and
having a partner with whom to share these interests and passions.

My beguilement was disturbed by the realisation that my girlfriend and my housemate were laughing
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at this little fella’s eccentricities, and, indeed, their comparability to my own.

Found in New Guinea, the Vogelkop Bowerbird, or Amblyornis inornata, appears to have a taste for
the finer things. When building his Bower – the hut which the male Bowerbird builds in which to
attract mates – the Vogelkop variety goes to great lengths to decorate the interior of it with colourful
items and curiosities he has collected.

Ranging from moss, flowers and fruit through to fungi and shiny beetles, the Vogelkop Bowerbird’s
creation is a collage of pure form reminiscent of Matisse’s Snail, especially if the below image from
the Collaertsbrothers’ photostream on flickr is to be believed, although i’m not sure I do.
(http://www.flickr.com/photos/collaertsbrothers/)

Henri Matisse - The Snail

 

© Collaertsbrothers on flickr

The aesthetic eye inherent in such behaviour appears a telling evocation of the wider intelligence of

http://www.flickr.com/photos/collaertsbrothers/
http://www.tate.org.uk/adventcalendar/2007/artworks/T00540_henrimatisse.jpg
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animals and their response to and appreciation of the worlds around them.

I love the wholesomeness of such an approach to courting, whereby the Vogelkop distinguishes itself
from other Bowerbirds in its search for the remarkable or original. The colours are diverse and
plentiful, and the items are eccentric. In the program, one of them even manages to steal a snickers
wrapper from the cameraman to add to his bower which appeared strikingly pop cultural, reminiscent
of one of Picasso’s early synthetic cubist collages, or the advertising hoardings which constantly seek
to sell us love/ beauty/ happiness in the form of products

Pablo Picasso - Still Life with Chair Caning

 

Except here it is not a product being sold, but an idea: an aggrandisement of the curious in life aimed
squarely at finding a partner. Unadulterated expression. I thought contentedly of the times my
girlfriend has humoured and/or shared my enthusiasms, showing her my collections of postcards, or
things found in library books, or old newspapers from important dates, or decrepit used trainers, or
my witterings about the oddities I often spend all day amusing myself with.

Finally, I feel the activities of the Vogelkop Bowerbird also warrant a very serious comparison with
the work of Tony Cragg, whose collages of the thrown away detritus of our every day appear to not
celebrate the inanities and colours of life as at first they might seem to, but rather to expose the un-
naturalness of our consumptive habits. The Bowerbird’s elation is our neglect and greed.

http://files.advertolog.com/files/paedia/print/part_18/188889/preview_320_260.jpg
http://knowledgenews.net/images/picasso_chair.jpg
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Tony Cragg – New stones, Newton’s Tones

I hope that my hoarding and my aesthetic eye for things whether of monetary or aesthetic value
remains imbued with an excitement for things plain and simple. Moreover, I hope my excitement for
and interest in the inane can manifest itself in something pure, and which I might be able to share
with the special someone closest to me even if no-one else.

http://node2.bbcimg.co.uk/iplayer/images/episode/b00js8cz_640_360.jpg
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